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Pattern Group 1: Layout
Zen view
Looks out into the patio garden, 
foliage isolates from surround-
ing disruptions

Pattern Group 1: Layout
Small work groups
Variations of seating options offer space for groups 
of varying occupancy, the shapes of the seating op-
tions incourage collaboration

Pattern Group 2: Features
Stair seats
Shapes echo the curves of the 
ceiling level change and also act 
as guides that funnel occupants 
into the space

Pattern Group 2: Features
Outdoor room
Spaces are visually suggested by 
surrounding masses and walled 
by foliage

Pattern Group 3: Site/Nature Relationship
Tapestry of light and dark
achieved by spatial density with the assistance 
of color and lighting

Pattern Group 4: Shape of Space
Ceiling height variety
transition of this feature commu-
nicates pattern group 3,
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OPEN SEATING

OPEN SEATING

W.C.

Rain water collection system

Fireplace with additional 
patio seating

Outdoor access to coffee

Recycle station (survey result)

Justice For The Disabilities That Go Unnoticed

Sinead Burke: visible and still unrecognized
After watching her presentation, I will be keeping an eye out for the 
details in my design that I made to be more inclusive. I may need to 
make some changes to consider a larger variety of specialized cir-
cumstances, rather than only the ones by law.

Invisible Equities:
I’ve always considered myself aware of many of the design conflicts 
that were discussed. As someone who experiences many of them 
first hand, I often consider how I would be affected by a space. Even 
then, there is so much more to consider. No matter what you experi-
ence or how well informed you are, there is always something more 
to consider. This will be a great reminder for me to continue to con-
sider even the smallest of details and that design has a purpose.

Hazards of the Built Environment:
We often see accommodations made in design to serve those with 
physical disabilities. The concept of accommodating for mental dis-
abilities is rarely brought to attention. This is something that intrigues 
me when designing, and that I feel the need to take on as a chal-
lenge. Specifically, the lack of awareness for sensory processing dis-
orders and stimulation sensitivities has led to inconsiderate designs 
that can cause serious complications for some. I want to explore the 
relationship between stimulation and design.

Sustainability Strategies
Certified materials and products
eco-conscious manufacturers
made with recycled content
recyclable post-consumer
immediate environmental benefits
long term environmental benefits

Unity holds power in expression and its effectiveness.

Different aversities can support eachother to find justice.

Legibility of amplification ensures clear communication.

Vibrancy can be used as a method of amplification.

Exposing issues is the first step for finding justice.


